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nEDM CDR
writing strategy

Beatrice Franke,

TUCAN collaboration meeting August 2018



2nEDM Conceptual Design Report (CDR)
§The TUCAN collaboration now needs to move from R&D 

activities to actually start building nEDM equipment

§Once the source is operational, we need to have some 

spectrometer operational (ideally)

§Thus we can learn to operate it – changes and upgrades can 

still be done later AND will then be better motivated and 

understood, based on real experience with OUR setup

§CDR is a deliverable for the CFI project and TRIUMF gate 

reviews, and precursor to technical design

§Overleaf link to skeleton w/ reading rights (for editing rights 

please contact me directly):

https://www.overleaf.com/read/ythpdxgtdzkq
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4Requirements of subsystems and Interfaces

§ It all cascades down from our sensitivity goal of 10^-27ecm

§Pleased to see requirements lists getting started…

but still lots of work to be done

§ “Interfaces responsible” should be identified, ideally we 

hire/engage an engineer that can help us with mechanical 

and systems engineering aspects 

§Ownership/champions/subsystem managers have mostly 

been assigned, but resource loading has to be taken more 

seriously – ie someone actually needs to do some work.



5nEDM CDR kick off meeting in June
1. Small(er) meeting with some subsystem managers and 

people involved in nEDM R&D and design work
2. Started discussing requirements – nailing those down is 

the highest priority right now!
3. Unfortunately not much progress yet 

(other than nEDM systematics and precession cell)…
4. Our PM Chris G. started prompting subsystem owner for 

requirements documents; these are being followed up 
within an action tracker 
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CDR status:

§We failed our goal from kick off meeting:
fill requirements where known, or determine questions 
to be answered such that requirements can be defined
(goal date was this collaboration meeting…)

§Currently CDR completion date is December
§Many subsystem owners teach starting September, 
and we are preparing our fall run UCN beamtime 
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CDR writing strategy:
§General strategy: work analogous to New Source CDR 

by creating skeleton and assigning responsible people  
for (sub)sections 

§How can we ensure progress?

§Chris G. will be monitoring the progress of requirements 
documents

§Weekly nEDM meeting should be used to monitor 

progress, in a similar way than in the weekly New 
Source meeting
-> More ‘owners’ would have to call in to be effective, 
shall we adjust the time slot of the meeting?
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§We need YOUR buy in and work force to make it 
happen!
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Follow us @TRIUMFLab
www.triumf.ca

Thank you
Merci


